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Preface

TisU thesis is the culmnation of a siz mnth study of a wanl-

stabilised# transpiration-cooled arc in the ThermonmshJics Zabasatory

of the ARonaical Iesearch Laboratories (AML), Wright-Patterson Air

Ibroe Base, Ohio, und the supervision of )r. Eroh Sohingm Breah

Chief. The concept is the product of Mr. Soebugmn' mind, and the

original investigation of the vall-stakilsed, tanapirati c-co ed we

was performed In ARL by Capt. Peter D. Tnume of the Graduate

A str ti Wass of 1962 of the Air Pbree Institute of Tehnologys,

Wright-Pattersou Air Poroe Base.

%le Capt. Tamen's study of the wall-stabilised transpiration-

cooled arc ms primrily one of feasibility, this shady was undertaken

in the hope of achieving a preliminary theoretical approach to the

questions posed by the arc deviceA. A merical solution to the meubsas-

Boner equation was obtained for the arc radius as a function of are

pow per unit length. intal verification to 5% was obtained.

In addition, qudlitative explanations for som of the phenomena was

postulated based on these results and on the literature. Two bibio-

graphies are included. The first contains those references specifically

used for ideas, nunbs, and comparison* The second contains those

references which ve consulted, but not used directly in the text of

this thesis,

However, I claim credit for only a sall part of the work tdoh has

gone Into this study, and, of course, all the errors which ie therein,

4i
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Abstract

Mw uall-stabilsed, tramspfration-cooed we diee eousl of

a cathode cber caeing a 0.25-in. diaiter nsten cathode# 12

half-inch thick ull segents containing porous graphite segmunts throv

*ib argn at about 1.1 ate was Injected into the 0.25-in° diamte arc

ckml, and a hollow, aylindical uater-ooled copper mode vhi& served

as the plamn. aisut. Cooling water to the cathode, the van secti."o,

ed the anode provided information ooncerzing the pouer losses to the

device cospomxts. The argon flow to the cathode hmber and each wml

segmt Me controlled and monitored by spcaly built

coiled capillary fliosters. The device proved extremely stable, and

after 30 hours of operation, electrode wear was not detectable. Por arc

pours in the range of 8 to 20 kv DC, and mass flows on the order of 22

to 29 lb/hr, gas enthalpies from 600 to l,,hO0 Dtu/3b more obtained at

a oyice efficiency of 50%. A umrical solution to the ILlenbaas-Ubler

equation was formlated by asuning a locally linear variation in certain

inonveaimunt functions of teaperatre. Ierimental measurements of arc

radius as a function of arc power per unit length greed with theoretical

predictions to 5% for arc radii in the range of 0,220 to 0,300 an at arc

curets of 46 and 50 ape. This agreement supported the assuoption of

negligible radial miing and heat lose vithin the core by oonvectdon.

The turbulent flow of gas next to the anode prevents formation of an mode

spot# thus keeping the power loss to the anode constant at 20% of the arc

power, A siaple cooling effectiveness model has been proposed to eplain

ix
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the oourrmce of a change i.n slope from negatitve to pouitive of the volt-

aq~eie characteristic at ourrenxts of the order of 50 amps and the increase

of arc voltage and oolum gradient with increasing maa flow.

XC
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AN ZZDIT AL AND THEORITICAL

STUDY OF THE WALL-STABILIZED,

TRANSPIRATION-COOLED DC ELECTRIC ARC

I. Introduction

.lectric area have been in use for many years, and considerable

data has been accumulated concerning their behavior in many gases and

under widely varying conditions of pressure and electrode configuration.

The advent of high-speed and space flight has stimulated an increased

effort in electric arc technology for application in both aerodynamic

a.mllat on and in space propulsion. Bade and John of AVCO Research and

Advanced Development ivision, Wilmington, Maseachusetts, performed a

rather complete anwmy of the state of the art of plamn generation and

published this in the ARS Journal in January, 1961 (Ref 9:4-17)9

Udle their summary goes into more detail than is desirable at this

tim, it does ndicate that the primary efforts of plasma generation

research are tending to three major areas (Ref 9M), The first of these

ia an improvement in performance in order to keep the sils of the power

supply to a reasonable minimum without sacrificing output pover and to

reduoe external oooling requirements (Ref 9:7), Plasm generator per-

formance is defined an maximum production of a high-pressure, high-enthalpy

gas for as geat a pover input as possible, with minium losses to the

device, Fbr wind-tunnel heaters, good performance is a matter of economy

for space pmpulsions it is a must.

1
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Th. secondary area of primary effort is that of reduction of contami-

nation of the exhaust from electrode erosion. This is especially important

in hypersonic research where purity of enviroment nut be maintained in

order to obtain as near true flight conditions am possible (Ref 9:9).

Also, electrode erosion has a direct bearing on the third primary area of

interest, and that is increasing the lifetime of the arc devices.

This last area is self-evident in importance. Good approxmateion of

re-entry conditions requires operating time of several minutes with

equipment lifetimes on the order of hours. The needs of future space

travel may necessitate operating time on the order of days or months and

equipment lifetimes of, possibly, years. Other requirements must also be

met, but they are of secondary importance to these primary factors of

performance, electrode erosion, and equipment lifetl.

Approaches wtich have been taken to met these criteria include

regenerative, tranpiration, and radiative cooling techniques to improve

performance; vortex flow and magnetic fields normal to the arc axis to

reduce anode erosion; and, physical constriction of the arc to produce

forced convective cooling in order to boost the enthalpy of the exhaust

(Ref 97).

Wile no great progress has been made in any of these areas, one

general point of agreaeant has been found. The electrode configuration

has been more or les standardised to a pair of coaxial electrodes

separated by an annular gap. Tis configuration possesses rotational

sytry about a central axis and insures that at least part of the gas

flowing through the device will pass through the arc colu where heating

ooours (Ref 9W7). However, there is not as yet any one type of plasm

2



geneator which has proven omapletely satisfactory.

7he wo-tbls frawfrat~on-Oocled Arc,

lonctideration of these and other problems associated with plaina

generation led Mfr. Erich Boehngen of the Throshanics Pranch of the

AeroautcalResearch Laboratories (ARL), Wright-Patterson Air Pbros

Baes Chio, to conceive the idea of a wall-stabllized, transpiration-

cooled arc early in 1961. The original e~erimsnta1 investigation of

this device, shom in Figs. 10 and U,1 pp. 214 and 25# was performed in1

the winter and spring of 1962 by Capt. Peter D. Tannen of the Graduate

Astronautics Class of 1962 of the Air Pbre Institute of Tedmlogy

(APIT), at the Thermosohanics laboratory at ARL (Ref 16). At the con-

clusion of Capt. Tannen's study, it was decided that the wall-stabi3±nsods

transipiration-cooled arc showed great promise for the fields of electric

are research and gas heater development. The device proved to be

extremely stable and capable of efficiencies and gas entha~pies comparable

to commercial arc units.

In addition, several interesting qmeations concerning the character-

istics of this arc arose darig the course of this preliminary study,

and Mr. Soebugen elected to continue and extend it, although in a somewhat

different vein from Capt* Tannon's investigation.

First, the three primary variables of the device, via,s arc length,

povw, and rate of ass Injection, were to be modified to include only

arc power and rate of mass injection. Pbrtheriaore,. the total length of

the arc colusin was increased to its design linit of about 8-in. (Fig.ll.)

by use of twelve injectors Instead of six, which had been the previous

3
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mazxim.m The increased length allowed higher arc voltages and powers In

the usme current range as investigated by Capt. Tanneni

Seoond, the approach to the problem was to include an attempt at a

theoretical model which could sucoessfully explain the performance of

the devices and, if possible, be subject to laboratory verificaton by

direct measumrement. This would be directed first at the electrical

characteristics of the arc, and second, at the gas flow and heat exchange

between the arc colun and the cooler gas.

Third, the remaining parameters of the arc would be subject to a muh

higher degree of control and variation than was the case in Capt. Tannen's

work. This included indivichal control of the gas flow to each of the

twelve vull segments and the cathode chamber and more couplete measurements

of the power losses to the various components. Also, mass flows and are

powers wre to be greated than those used previously.

The Problem and Objectives

In sumary, the problem to be investigated is the mas and enthalpy

flow in a radially constricted arc discharge with transpiration-oooled

wlas. The primary objectives of this study include establishment of a

preliminary theoretical prediction of the electrical characteristics of

the arc, confirmation of the model used by eperiment, and analysis of the

overall performane of the device in light of the available theory and

data.



A great deal of time and effort has been spent studying the aharac-.

teriutics of the vall-stabilised, Do are (Ref 31). Similarly, much mork

has been done In the field of transpiration, or sweat cooling and it.

effects on the fluid and heat flow. in a pipe (Ref 10:4~60405B). In either

of the above cases, many questions have yet to be solved analytically to

the point vhwee theory and empa ent wre In good ageement,

Also, difficulties in obtaining eiperiutal meaarements add to the

problem. lbr Instance, the high temperatures and electrical pheummma.

associated ith the arc cre have mad. direct masurements of temperature,

pres.e, and other Important factors very difficult, if not impossible,9

until recently. Progress has been made In this area, and a probe for

marnwt of the enthalpy and preemmre In the are core is now in use in

the Temsc as Banch of AEL at Wighit-1atterson Air Ibros Bum, Chdlo,

Another problem comon to the arc and to the pipe-flow studies is

that of disturbing steady-stat. onditions tibms taldni or attempting to

take wasurementa. This Phenmenon tends to distort the eaqerUta data

obtainedo usually in uzeictable ways.

Nrorw, the combination of the two, ., the imn-stabilized,

tianspiration-cooled, DC arc, compounds the e1.int and analytical

difficulties, An emat solution for the energy balac In the arc core

becams almost impossible (Reof J.:17l). fialarly, the gas flow Is compli-

cated since the gas channel in no longer a pipe, bt an anlar wolume

ith the hot core oncetric on its asa and the porous valls at It. outer

poviphery. Hence, an approach similar to that of Cum and Emo a s
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selected, and the wll-stabilizedp transpfration-oooldar owas brobsm

daum Into a Im-part, modmet l (3sf. 34:I91 60). Althcugh

itportmantp the gas flow tbrough and the hteat exchange wi~thin the porous

mall segmnts wae not considered except for the effects they had on the

as ad. heat flow within the arc chanl. hlsol the entr'ance effects

in the cathode region are being examined by Capt. Benjin George of the

1963 (adaate holear hgineering class (013-63), AmT, at the zwm-A

inchanics Branch of ARL, Wight-Pattermon Air Force Base, Ohio as a

separate topic.

The ArRo_

From 1. S, W. Champion, the differential equation for the energy

balance in a high pressue are coluio ta

wh~ere: e =density of gas

Ar = velocity of gas

5 specific heat of gas

T toemperature

A coefficient of Uo*rmal conductivity

B =empirical constant, dependent on gas and
conditions

flit= electron density

K Boltammn I as*Constant

total electron and ion mobility

aelectron charge

E apositive column praftent,

6
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N4£exaitatioin potential given b~y UDocb,
1sm, and Wather.

fte fUrst and second terms of Ucq (1) are, reopectively,* the rigorous

*quressions for the convection and conduction losse.frcm the me, MIS

third taum repesnt the radiation loss and is only a good approziaaticno

The right-hma termt In the power generation per unit v0o=09 within the 0"c

colusm. nyq difficulties are Inherent in IQ (1)# and only for the greatly

siMplfied case of a vertica, waiyintric arC, with constant gas flow

velocity Independent of axial positions may an exact solution to Bq (1)

be obtained (Ref I4:lO). Moreover, since B my Very with the gas and

other coadtions, it is not really a constant; ands no values of B Were

found in the literature for various gases and conditions.

However, a theoretical approach using som sIV11lations was

desiraboLe. ftonnation of the available data for the viscosity of argon

diws that the viscosity increases with teeperature to a maziiwa, and then

decreases somewhat with frtrther temperature rise as shown in Fig. it p. 8.

Thus, for the purposes of the discontinuaous model chosen, the arc core

may be considered so viscous as to approach a very hot rod with a teoper-

ature-dependent, volume power density given by:

P = rEa- (2)

miers: P4= power density, watts/m 3

a- -electrical conductivity,, mhon/ca
(Temperature dependent)

E electric field strength, voltsam.

Mwe high viscosity of the core region then eliminates the need for the

7
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Argon Plasma
04

-Cann (Ref 4:169)

0
0 /1-Ragent and Noble

10 / - Ref 13:62)

0

5 eactor Handbook
> (Ref 7:9-3)

"Room" Temperature

T/103 oK

Fig. 1

Viscosity Coefficient of Argon
One Atmosphere Pressure
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first or oonmvetion, term in Eq (1). The remainin term ares

-V A T rt - t idt Ea (3)

If we let the radiation term beco

Lk(T) = B(e e-1(

and the power gez-ration

(r Ea = jn. It E (5)

then Eq (3) becos for the steady-state DO arc, with ome -

rearrange ints

-V-(.hVT) + -U(T) =--"E (6)

fbr the cylnically symetric case, Eq (6) become:

-+ f-,V( ) + U (T)= o-El (7)

Thi Is the reknowed ELlebeas-Heller Equation for the steadystatep

optically thin, DC are (Ref 143l-2).

Udle exaot solutions to Eq (7) are possible$ their c plexity and

length place them beyond the soope of this study. (The Interested reader

is Invited to check Ref 3.4.)

9
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Listead, a fora of nummrioal solution suggested by HaJ. Re C.

MIngeruon of the Physics Deparimnt of AFTT, W Ight-Patterson Air Pbo.

Base, Ohio, in a personal ca nication was ployetd Thi method ws

based on the assumption of a locally linear variation with radlus of the

n- onvenient variables in Nq (7). Details of the asolution are given in

Appendix A, p. 84, as is the Fortran comuter progre for the M3 1620

used in obtaining solutions for various parameters namely, centerline

temperature and temperature gradient, and electric field strength.

Since emperimental data for the thermal and electrical conductivities

of argon at high temperatures was not available, analytic values were used

in the above program. These were obtained by Cam and AVOO from a statis-

tical mechanics analysis of the high-temperature transport properties of

argon, using an 11 7090 digital computer (Refs 3 sl5I4-1; 17).

However, Cam gives no data for the radiation loss per unit volume

within the core. AVOO does have such a et of data, and this was used

with the other AVOO data. Also, while the tw sets of values for electri-

cal conductivity were in close agreemnt, the thermal conductivities were

widely separated at temperatures above fl,OOOK. The above sets of data

are presented in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, pp. 11-13, showing electrical and

thermal conductivities and volumetric radiation power loss, respectively,

versus temperature.

While the method of solution employed is not exact, i.e., analytical,

the results are consistent. A Slepson's rule numerical integration was

Included in the program to find the power per unit length in watte/ca.

The result of this integration,

10
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\-Data of
0 Cann (Ref 3:174)
'10 and

AVCO (Ref 17)

04

Temperature, T/104 OK

Fig. 2

Electrical Conducivity of an Argon

Plasm at One Atmosphere Pressure
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100

.0061.0 1..r

Temperature, T/101+ OK

Fig. 3

Thermal Conductivity of an Argon

Plasma at One Atmosphere Pressure

12
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Tepraue T/00o

0i.

Pl mp oeAtmose, r Pressure

13
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P,= ja.T r a-E2-r (7a)

Thiere mpoer/lngth, watts/cam

E a electrical field strength, volt/cm

a - electrical conduativity, ohm l cm'"

r z radius at which a- occurs, cm

RA = are radius, ca

show that IL is sensibly dependent only on centerline temerat re in the

range considered, 13,00O01 to 6,00001. This rMt is som in Fig. 5,

p. l. This is supported by additional data from AVOO. At hiier center-

line tmperatures, P does show a more pronounced dependence on electric

field strength, but this region was beyond that of this study.

The core radius is defined as being in the region where the electrical

conductivity becoms (sensibly) sero, namly, in the region of 6,00001

(Ref 3s67). Fig. 6, p. 16, is a dimensionless profile of the arc oolumn

shoving the variation of tAperature, teeperature gradient, and theral

and electrical condctivities as functions of the dimensionless radial

distance from the are core center. Figs. 7 and 8a, pp. 17 and 18a, present

the variation of arc power per unit length as a function of are radIns

with electric field strength as a parameter for the data of Cann and AVOO,

respectively. Fig. 8b, p. 18b, shows the dependence of arc power per

unit length on the product of field strength and are radius.

The results of the above are for an arc at one atmosphere. The

data from AVOO indicate a decrease in both thermal and electrical
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conductivities# and an increase :in radiation loss per unit volum with

Increasing pressure, below l1,OO0 K. The net result of thiese effoct.

1121 be a in a eese In arc radius and porn per =nit lenigth for a given

field strength and centerline teepeature.

The 0se Meath

Decunse of the mid* range of variables and conditions in gas danamis

there are at Present mmzW mthematical model. to describe moml of the mowe

sisple type. of flows. Each of these models entails certan sislIring

asuptions In order to msh. possible a solution ow set of solutions to a

particular problem or class thereof, It is this very aspect of the mathe-

matics involved ich makes the problem of the simila sheath of gas In

the uall-stabilaed, transpiration-cooled arc so diffioult, Several models

were carefully examzaed on the bases of applicability and feasibility'. In

each case, a primary ssoption iihich vas not physically acceptable usa

found.

One of the first models considered ws that of layleig flow# Hover,

one of the six basic asuieptions was that the flow occurs In a duct vith

constant oos-seotional area (Hef 20s-4&3). Since transpiration cooling

:involves constant, mass addition through the wallas, the ass flow Increases

vith duct length, and the net effect in the sam s for a converging duct.

Also, the flow Is assmed frictiailess bat cold-flow pressure measure-

Dents showed this not to be the case for the are channel.

. iano flow offered another possibility but this, too# required coasta=&

duat area, as moll as adiabatic flow (Ref Ms-53), Since the arc is a

heat, source, the latter asmuotiom is Inapplicable,



It was then hoped that trawsiration. flow theory might yield som

means of approach to the gas jsath problem. However, here too# certain

amsoipticas basic to the development and application of the theory wmr

not consisten with the physical probiem. The transpiratIon-coclods flat-

plate model us no good since it could not accout for ftcreasiu ass

flow In a ocnstant chiel, The model of transpiration-cooled pipe flow

rested an the assumptilon that the gas temperaue and velocity wase mazaa

at the centerline of the pips (Ref 10 h61). ibil. the former condition Is

tre, the latter Is complicated by the *eet of the high viscosity of the

owe on the radial. velocity profile, Also, these approae did not use

a continuous heat source, but rather a heated gas iddch received no thermol

etwo mile in the pipe (Ref 20lod6 470).

ftrthermores the transpiration theory for p5pe flow accurately

predicts ratios of taspiration to longitudinal sm flow on the ore

of 0.01 or lass as being effective In reducing the convective beat trasfer

from a hot gas to the pipie by as mch as 90% (1sf 19:17, 18). This us

not found eaerlaimtally by Tam for the wall-stabilised,, transpiration-

cooled arc (Ref 1.6t75).

tts the failure of the above approaches to solve the gas-abeath

around the uaLl-tad.3sed, transpiration-cooled arc by no means renders

the problem Insoluble. Many different methods hae yet to be tried, bat

molruaatsly, lack of tim places this beyond the scope of this arbidy.

Specific references *iuic may provide the basis for a micoesefal analytic

appreach include the vork of A,. T, Urn., who used a .emarical approach of

a trenapiratIon-cooled flat plate with a laxinar boundary layer, as well

as the work of Cassie, and Uaermmn end Yoe for electric acs in nossles



under forced convection (f 8).Furth references a" inclued In th

Ginwal Nbl4opaphy, p. 78.
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inI. zQiSn

The wall-utabiliseds transpiration-ooled, DO arc required a great

deal of sapport equipment, IEept for a brief description of the actual

arc device and the support equipment, only the lilt which appear. below

wil be presented here. Fr further information, the interested reader

is invited to check Appendix B, p. 94, 'Ahere the instrumentation is

presented in detail with the associated schematics.

The block diagram in Fig. 9, p. 23s is numbered to correspond with

the following list of equipments

1. The arc device (Figs. 10 and 11, pp. 24-25)

2. Mectrical equipment, including recifLerse load
resistance, starting equipment, voltmeters end
aMaeter (Fig. 35, P. 95)

3. 7hermoouples and read-outs (Fig. 36, p. 97)

4. Water flow, monitoring and control (Fig. 37, P. 99)

5. Argon flow, monitoring and control (Fig. 38,
p. 100).

The figure referenced with each item in that showing the schematic of

that equipment.

As shoim in Figs. 10 and n, pp. 24-25, the arc device consisted

basically of a 0.25-in, diameter water-cooled tungsten cathode; a

transpiration-cooled channel (transpiration coluan) 8-in. long, and

0.2%-in. dianeter for the arc; and a hollow, water-cooled, cylindrical

copper anode (Fig. 12, p. 26). All components were designed and built

at ARL, and engineering details are available from Maj. Donald 3. Dye,

Thermomchanics Branch, ARE, Wight-Patterson Air Ibroe Bases Chio.

Fig. 13, p. 27, is a photograph of a pair of wall segments. The

22
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one on the left Insuhown with its comp~onents; the one on the rigtt is

assembled. The transpiration column consisted of twelve of these hollow

copper segmentes 0.5-in, thick$ and 2,0-in. In dia4 tr R ach of these

segments contained a porous pradphite insert through iiiich argon gas at

about 1.1-atmosphere pressure was passed into the column- The amount of

gas to each disk was controlled and monitored idividually, Surrounding

each segment van a copper cooling line used to measure the net heat lose

to the wall of the arc channel. Thermocouples were Inserted to within

0.0625-in. of the inside wall of the channel in four of the disks in

order to mnoritor the temerature and thus prevent overheating of the

Injectors,

Insulation between the wall segments consisted of boron nitri~ds

separators, with Crysta-M paper providing a gas-tight seal between the

disks and these separators. The inside wall surface alternated between

porous grqaite and boron nitride liners Thc latter were inserted In

the column wall between segments to keep the channel diameter uniform

The electrical equipment included a bank of stainless steel tube

which served as a water-cooled resistor, as well as two water resistors,

~ihich were coled by le esed coils. Power was supplied by two A.0. Smith

rectifiers, one for starting, and the other for normal operation,, The

starting spark was supplied by a 30,000 volt spark generator powered by

an aircraft leA-acid battery. Sisplytrol moters were used for arc voltage

and current measurements, and an RCA vacuvim-tube voltmeter was used to

measure potential differences between arc components as well as the rec-

tifier output ripple voltage.

Iron-constantan thermocouples of various amanufactuzre and sizes were

28
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used to ake temperature ama ue tI an the cooling water to end freom

the various ir opaqmentep Vin Interior wll of the are cluielp

the Inlet gas, Read-cuts for the thenooC8 VM & £ u p•yrcete

and four 3Iolytro3l.

The flow rate of water to the vero um we ooiaments wer witred

with Flacb. ?uorI.. Flourators with a mu flow rating of 1.87 gm,

Coiled capillary fmmtewu meo used to deutusim the individual mn

imese flom to the d e emt sections of the ar device,

Additiomul equipment for the arc radius - -a---nI - Inoluded a

brass window holder wthich rep'laced one of the center disks, a quarts

windew, a umra and optical bnh, and a desitamOte for detarmining

the arc radius from the negatives. he window in the arc devioe Is shown

-in FIg. Upi p. 30.

As nmtloned previously in this cWpter, the dotails of the abo

ammprt equipment my be found In hmend:L B. p. 94, ith the associated

sdmatio dlagrems.
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Fig. 14~

Skstch of Are Devioe with Window
Installed. in Plaoe of On. Wall Segmt
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IV. Procedure

General Procedure

Since this .xperiAmnt involved high voltages and carrents, a fixed

routine was established to redioe the risks to personel and equipment.

The first step was to ensure that the proper amount of water wa in each

of the water-reuistor. The water flow to the resistor-cooling coils

was then chocked# and the water flows to the various coeponents of the w'e

device were established. The gas to the cathode chamber and to each of

the porous disks was then turned on. The high voltage was turned an

mommtarily to check for short circuits and to see if all equipment was

functioning properly.

Satn Poed ure

TSe starting procedure for the wall-stabilised, transpiration-cooled

arc was based on a mthod suggested by G. L. Cmn of the Oaggadasim

Aercnwtial laboratory, California Institute of Teehnolog, in a personal

comunication at ARL, eight-Patterson Air Foroe Base. his nthod

Involved tU use of two independent rectifiers, and a radio-frequency-

spark generator. The tip of the tungsten cathode was fixed at about L.O

centimster from the bottom of the lower support plate, which became the

secondary anode, of the transpiration colwm. Both rectifiers were turned

on, producing a 1,000 v/= field from the cathode to the secondary anode.

The spark generator was connected to a 24-volt aircraft battery, and a

spark was initiated across the gap.

This produced a short, low-voltage, high-Current arc across the gap

between the cathode and the secondary anode. The other rectifier was still
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at open circuit potential of 1,000 volts, No thus producing a field on

the order of 10 V/cm from the seocdary anode to the primy anode, Mhen

the gas flow to the cathode chamber wsm about 3.0 lb/hr, and that to eoah.

disk about 1.7 lb/br, the arc uould transfer atomatically from the

secondary to the primry anode. the rectifier to the secondary anode

wuld then be sbut off and finsl adjastonts made in the gas flow and

total are povr before told data. IM circuitry for this procedure is

presented schemtcaly in Fig. 35, P. 95.

Data

7he data recorded for each run included total arc voltage and current;

water teperature changes and flow rates for the cathode, secondary anode,

each of the 3 groups of four disks, and the primary anode; Inlet gas tamper-

ature; wall taperaturoe at 4I stations in the transpiration colun; gs

flows to the cathode chamber and all disks; and voltage gradient along the

lemth of the oolm. The voltage gradient was obtained by measuring the

voltage across each pair of disk and dividing by the separation of the

centers of the disks. 7he reseult was assumed to exist midway between the

disks (e Fig. 4, p. 30). This ts a ommon assuaption, and appears

reasonably good (Ref 64E). The am of the potential differences between

components sgeed to withtn 5% of the observed total column voltage. A

sauple of raw data is presented In Table I, p. 81o

With the window in the arc colusin the neocessary data included the

total arc crent and voltage, and the voltage gradient at, above, and

belowthe window to determine are power per unit length, Also, the

negatives of the arc photographs and the denstometer traces of these
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negatives would be considered data. These are not showm here but wre

available on request from the author,

Nsmmuamt of Ara Rdus

The inthod of obtadning the arc radii from photographs of the arc

column wa suggested by Mr, Paul Sobrieber of the dommebn Brmnch

of hAL, in a personal c inato.This method involved takin a

Sewies of still photogriphs of the are at 1/200 of a Secnd over a rung

of stop openings. Then, by looking at the negatives, on could detemmes

the proper expour for use in the wmutmer maeow resulted

in a light negative# without much density and contrast, and considerable

noise whemn traced by the destmtr Ove ewo -rs resulted in a large,

blurred, heavily contrasted negative which indicated a greatly overseld

arc 'Aem traced by the densitometer. From each group, as many as two or

three negatives Sor usmable, and the values of arc raftus mere found to

agree to *10, the e~werimutal Unit of err-or. (See Fig. 15, P. 340.

The recore chart was calibrated by passing the negative through

the densitameter and obtaining the trace acroes the vertical dimension of

the windmw A sketch of this plot Is shom in Fig. 16, P. 35. TUis

dimension of the window was masured with a cathetometer and the lonota-

Aimal scale value of the densitometer trace mes obtained. The vertical

scale of the trace man in unite of relative intensity,

To obtain the wec radiLus, the negative was scand by the densitometer

across the long# or horisomtal, dimension of the windw, This resulted in

a plot of the intensity of the arc across its fall diameter. Mhe radius

was extrapolated linearly fron that portion of the curve vhwee the trace
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has a practically .. tat slope. Mds Is abeam sobsowUmsa" In 1g. 17,

p. 36. ktapoltiaa Ma neesttdby the feet that thee me am

beakpwand In the naeatve from reflection fto, the bask of Us bras

idndo holder mad from the Iminous tatulint binge tiib wavcinded

the outer pariber of the core. This appeared In the du-- Iametter out-

put as noise and decreased the definition of the core edge. A chek of

the result wa made by folding the tras In half at the acop at A center

and examining the 3 try of the plot.

RO of Veriablea

The wmll-stabilized, truieplratioa-ocoled. are offered many possible

choices of variables. These included total arc paws or voltage and

.current, arc length, total mes flow# meas flow to Indi"I1 components,

and operating pressure In the arc channel. In order to reduce the scope

of the esperimens it ma decided to keep the length constant. For the

tmelve-disk configuration, this meant a transpiratIon colu about 6-ln,

long and a total arc length of about, 8-in.

In additions the meas flow to each individeal component was held

equal to that to any other osponentl ie., only the total mass flow mas

varied. Also, the gas pressure In the arc chnnl, ma maintained as near

atmospheric pressure as possible vdith the powers and mww flow under

conaiaraton. r hi flow rates and arc poweres the presuetz in the

cathode chaber ma have been on the order of 2 atap but no pressure

mae m t Prae amade

The corent ma varied from about 35 to 75 aw DO th voltage

from 220 to 275 volta Dr.. Three total smas flow were usedt 22.13 lbjizr,
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25.72 lb/hr, and 29.20 lb/h-. Table n, p. 82, ebow the relationsip

botmen the total ms flow and the injection rate to each ompoonmt in

lb/br.

The range of arc power was 7.9 to 19.4 kw. The observed increases

in the specific enthalpy of the argon varied from 600 to 10 D /lb.

Arc radiums asurmeenta were mne at current of 146 and 50 &mpe, with

power per unit length in the range of 301 to 66 v/cm in the vioinity of

the vindow. The argon flow for theus --asuremente was 22.13 lb/hr. The

variation in arc radius was 0.200 cm to 0.286 cm. Are powers were 9.66

kv and 10.5 kv.
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V. Discussion of Rsmlts

The u.l-stbilized, tranmpration-cooled rc device us found to

be very stable and relatively easy to operate. The are characteristiso

ver readily obtained ithin the range of paramters selocted The choice

of gas flmm ms Limited by the pressure at the low pressur mifold,

idnce as heat is added to a fluid moving In a pipe, a greater presre

drop In the pipe Is neessary to maintain constant man flow. The

flommeters for the argn were calibrated to an upstream preene of 30

psI, and higher pressures ie required for mass flows beyond those finally

used. Ara radius meuremnts were made under relatively low flow and

low power condtions to maintain atmospheric pressure in the are channel.

No other serious problems such as Insulation failue or omponmnt over-

heating occurred, and the device ohowed no visible signs of vew after

30 hours of operation.

Volt-,,Amper axeacter.i8'ie

Fig. 18, p. 10, shows the volt-expere characteristics of the are

device over the range of power and mass flow investigated. Table MC,

p. 82, shows the relationship between total mass flow and the injection

rate to each component In lb/Ar.

As is readily seen in Fig. 18, p. 40, the total are voltage is

sensitive to the mass flow in the discharge channel and tends to increase

with Increasing mass flow at constant current. This has been found eper-

imtally by several Investigators, including Cam, NM qun, and Sohoek,

and seems to be equivaleat to an increasing resistance with increasdn

mss flow (Refa 3lOli 119711 15&103). The above have not considered an
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are In a obsunel with constantly inereasing now flow, but rae they

have dealt with constant mu flow through the entire channel. Neverthe-

leass, the effect appears to be the s .

This apparent Increase in resistance with increasing usa flow at

constant current aay be emplained qualitatively In term of a simple

meodel based on the cooling of the arc by the surrounding ga. 7his modal

has as Its only asmsnption the physial law that energy and mass met be

conserved, and that the are device obeys this principle. If the gs

in the annular sheath removes a given quantity of heat by convection from

the surface of the arc core, then that amount of heat mat be supplied to

the surface by power generation and conduction within the core. Since the

convection losses in the core are maiL, and the cooler argon is sensibly

transparent to any radiation from the core, the rpimary means by which

heat generated internally reaches the surface of the arc is conduction.

If the cooling of the are were increased and the current held constant,

then one would indeed expect the total voltage to increase in order to

Increase the power generation and maintain the energy balance between the

core and the surrounding gas sheath (Ref 5:332). The initial increase in

cooling could be easily obtained by increasing the mao flow in the ae

channel.

Another way of explaining this behavior is to consider the effect

the cooling has on the mean arc temperature. Lowering this teperature

would decrease the electrical oonductivity, and hence, arc voltage would

increase with an increase in uss flow at constant eurrent.

The concept of cooling the arc may also explain the change in the

alwpe of the voltage-current characteristic from negative to positive for
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the wall-stabilised, transpiration-ooolod arc in thec range of relatvely

low currents, i.e.,v at about 50 amps. This phenomnon ws prewioualy

observed near 40 amp* by Tan in the preliminary Imnetigation of this

arc device at ABRI (Ref 16917). boom reports this change from a negative

to positive slope to occur in the range of 80 to 120 nis for gas flow

cn the ore of 0.106 lb/hr and an arc length of 1.3.6 and 5.6 amp

respectively, for a non-transpiration-ccoled arc (sf 6:13a). other

sources report even highe currents at higher mass flow for the nima

in the curve (Ref 9 89),

If the hypothesis is made that the cooling effectiveness of the

annular gas dsath surrounding the core remains nearly constant with

increasing arc powr at constant meas flow, then the early ooinence

of the miniman in the voltage-cur-reat characteristic my be explained.

That is, as the arc power is increased at constant mmas flow, the gas

carries the extra power away from the surface of the core and maintains

the energy balance. The heat transfer data which is presented graphically

In FAgs. 27, 28, 29, and 30, pp. 58-61, seem to suppot this particular

hypthesis of constant cooling offect~veness at constant mass flow.

Inded, the heat loss to any particular component of the device is seen.

to remain an approximately constant fraction of the total powr, irrespective

of mass flow or power. This is also seen for the overall efficiency of

the device wich appears to be nearly constant at 50% for all powers and

gas flows (Fig. 30).

Arc Oolm Volag Gadient

Figs. 19, 20, and 21, pp. 43-J45, present smn of the typical values
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of the voltage gradient as a function of axial distance from the cathode

over the exerimental power range for each of the three mass flows. The

cathode and anode falls are not shoim, but will be presented and discussed

later in this chapter. Wile the voltage gradient data looks erratic,

Fig. 22, p. 47, shows the averages of the voltage gradients over all are

powrs observed at each point for each mass flow. It is readily seen

that the gradients tend to increase with increasing distance from the

cathode and -ith increasing mass flow. Also, the resemblance in the saw-

tooth shapes of the four graphs in apparent. 7he connecting lines we

only for purposes of presentation and are not intended to represent the

true variations in field strength between the observed points.

The cooling-effectiveness model can also be used to explain the

trend for the gradient to increase with increasing axial distance from the

cathode. As the arc proceeds up the channel toward the anode, the mass

flow in the arc channel increases. The result is that, in order for an

energy balance to be maintained betmeen the core and gas sheath, the power

per unit length generated by the arc mst increase as the surrounding gas

removes more heat from the arc surface. Since the arc is a "series' cir-

cult, the current remains constant along its length, and the. oluma ga-

dient must increase as the power increases. In addition, any decrease in

pressure from the cathode to the anode in the arc channel will add to

this effect because of the changes in the electrical and thermal conduc-

tivities with pressure.

The peculiar saw-tooth shape of the voltage gradient as a function

of axial distance from the cathode was not expected, and is not understood

at this time. h ile distortions in the field strength are known to occur
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near the ends of are channels, these effects are not of sufficient

magnitude to produce the saw-tooth behavior found in the wall-stabilmed,

transpiration-cooled arc (Ref 6s4). Three phenomena my be responsible

for this behavior, but further experiments are necessary to obtain the

data needed to verify them.

The first of these phenomena is the previously hypothesised cooling

effectiveness. This can be used successfully to account for the initial

peak in voltage gradient which occurs between the first and second dias,

as seen in Fig. 22, p. 47. The flow of gas around the are in the cathode

chamber is logidin, but as one proceeds up the arc channel from the

cathode, the flow becomes more coplicated from the injection of gas at

the first v3. segment. This produces an increase in the cooling of the

a0c, resulting in a rise in the voltage gradient as the power generation

Increases. This possibility can be checked by reducing the flow from

the first Injector to as near sero as possible and observing the resultant

behavior of the voltage gradient in this vicinity. If the peak is caused

by the cooling of the arc, this prooedure shnuld shift the peak away from

the cathode or further up the channel.

However, the cooling effectiveness in closely related to the gas flow

around the arc, and this latter is the second phenomenon which will be

oonsiderC Since an analytic solution to the gas flow in the annular

ring about the arc core was not achieved, many quantitative questions

wear left unanswered,. A possibility does exist that there is a periodic

growth and decay of the boundary layer around the core, and that the

"wavelen" of this layer does not coincide with the "wavelength" of the

gas injection. Thus, a "beat" could be proded in the cooling of the are
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and the shape of the voltage gradient, end the appearance of the second

sharp rise in voltage gradient between disks 8 and 9 may be a~lained,

This can also be checked by varying the flov to individual disks and

observing the behavior of the voltage gradient.

Also, the estence of a sonic shock or flow transitim from laln

to turbulent flow may be responsible for this second peak. Static wall

presure Mnasurememts are necessary to determine If either one or both of

these two possibilities do indeed edst in the chaonel, .Again, a tsaeet-

ical analysis of the gas flow in the arc channel may yield the ansver to

these questions.

7he third phenomenon is one which has a direct relatiomshi to the

equipmnt. An unevenness in the column disnmter caoed by earosion of the

graphite injectors may be the cause of the saw-tooth behavior of the

grad et. Early atteapts at start-up remlted in several short, high-

power run in the vicinity of 30 to 40 k,, wll bqond the capacity of the

arc device in its present configuration. ihile no damge was visible in

the column, lack of time prevented dimantling of the device and inspection

of the injectora to deternm the full natue of possible damage to them.

Since erosion could prodace a distortion in the gradient, the apparent

oscillatory nate of the voltage gradient would then be a coincidence of

no real physical significance. New injectors of either carbon or mom

other high-teapeWature, porous material, such as siroonia or eercor porous

glass, would have to be installed, and the behavior of the voltage gradient

observed to a" if the voltage gradient were sensitive to variations in

the channel diameter.

Ono additional possibility which was considered was that there me
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a significant leakage current ihich distorted the potential gradient

throu*b the connecting water lines in the three groups of 4& disks, Since

segments 8 and 9 were not in the sas cooling current, this leakage current

ould not occur* Roever, if this were the case, a iailear peak would be

e~peoted betmen segments Z4 and 5 since the were not in any way connected

electrically. It is readily seen in Fig. 22, p. 4~7j that the voltage

gradient doem just the opposite at this position and decreases,

Also, Roam states that serious distortion of potential differences

between well semets my occur if the insulation between segments is loe

than 1.,000 ohm (Ref 6:4~). A check with a vaoauu-tbe voltmeter showed

several thousand ohms resistance between those segamnts connected vith

tygon cooling lines, and an essentially infinite resistance between those

segmnte not so connected. Thus the possibility of leakage currents

between segments sufficient to produce distortions in the voltage gradient

in eliminated,

Gathode-8ecocdary Anode Voltage, Gradient

Fig. 23P , p51, presents the values of the voltage gradient between

the cathode and secondary anode over the full range of arc powers and miass

flows Investigated. Adile there does appear to be a tendency for this

voltage gradient to increase with either increasing mas flow or increasing

arc voltage, no regular pattern is apparent in the data, and no eplanation

can be offered at this tim. The plot of this gradient vs power shows even

less coherency than that In Fig. 23. The phenomena and effects in the

cathode region of an arc discharge were investigat~d by Capt. B. W. George

of G-63 at AIT, in the 7hersmosbanics Laboratory of ARL.
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Fig. 24j, p. 53 show the behavior of the eleotric field between

segment 12 (the last man s ent) and the anode. The dista e used for

ooMtation wa taken am that between the center of this last segment

and the bottim of the anode. While this is not rjjpo crrect, it

does serve to give an idea of the field strength in this region. in

addition, the effective length of the anode is not keoiM. The data is

presented as a function of are power with total asa flow as a paamter.

There is a significant amomt of scatter, but the observed points do see

to Indicate a relatively constant value of field strength for constant

mass flow. The broken lines are the mnmrial averages of the gradient

for each mas flow over all powers. The solid lines represent an "eye-

ball" estimate based on the groping of the observed pointa.

Fig. 25P, p. 54s presents a plot of the average values of the gradient

between the last Injector and the anode as a function of total mas flow.

although the data is insufficient to prove the apparent linear relation-

shup, there Is an indication that this may be case. Schoeck reports

that, for a transpiration-ooled anode, the total arc voltage increases

nearly linearly with mas flow through the anode in such a manner as to

be almost insensitive to are ourents on the order of 100 amps (Rof 15j103).

Ris data was presented for an arc with operating voltages on the order of

30 volts, a maminm length of 1.5-in., and a minimm length of 0.25-in.

Thus, if one considers the are in the region of the last vail semnt and

the anode to behave similarly to Schoek's arc, the results of the data

for the transpiration-cooled arc appear reasonable. It mit be noted here

that, for the wall-stabilised, transpiration-cooled arc, are power varies
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iwly inaly with current at constant am flow. (8ee Fig. 18, p. Is0.)
Ands vIs the anode of the transpration-cooled are ws not trI

oooadp there was no evidence of an anode spot, either by visual observa-

ticn of the arc through a filter, or by inspectic of the Inner surftae

of the oepper anode. Schoek also mads tids observation (Ref 1~o93)o -

3breovers *hm the arc ws observed through a filter, there ms a

region about I-m th of relatively low lmneoence beWeen the ahust

jet and the anode surface. The fleasme about 2- or 3-cm hih, and had

a rounded rather than pointed appearance. Onu the basis of work done by

Winter, it m concluded that the maode edhst jet of the wll-etadliueds

transpiration-cooled are us turbulent (Ref 18,4). Calculation of

Reynolds umbers for the ezpwerintal ass flows in a duect 0.25-n. in

di am ter also indicated a turbulent flow situations at least next to the

ade. (See Fig. 26, p. 56.)

The non-existene of an maode spot neens that the gas teperature

next to the anode Is relatively low In eeiparison to that of the arc

core. Mlnoe the electrical conductivity of argon is semsibly zero below

6,0001, therml lcniaticn ts not likely as a nethod of charge transfer

frm the arc to the anode. Howeverp, if the larger portion of the electric

field obearved in the maode region edated across a thin lawer of cold

gas, than a sufficient number of electros from the core could penetrate

this cold layer to car the are current to the anode. The available

surface of the anode is 10.1 sq on# and low current densities a possible.

Anode spots require current dowdities on the order of 104 mp/sq m, bat

current densities of about 10 mp/sq am may occur for the case with no

made spot (Ref 9,1W).
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Power lanss and Device Perfcine

Figs. 27, 28, and 29, pp. 58-60, present the pour losses to the

various components of the uvll-stabilised, transpiration-ooled are as

functions of are por at constant ms flow. The cathode losses varo

about 1% of the arc poer, but are not show for clarity of presentation.

Fig. 30a p. 61, presents the overall power loss (inoluding cathode

loaes) to the device ve input pover over thee srme ranges. 1r each

compeent, as well as the total device, the fractional power le seems

to be s.rozimately independent of the mas flow or the arc power. The.

total loss seems constant at about 50%. As mnticaed previously In this

chapter, thls tends to support the hypothesis that the cooling effective-

noe of the gas in constant at constant mass flow. In the preliminary

investigation of this device at ARLq Tannon reported that the overall

efficiency semed to approac a limiting value of about 50% for the

longest u he considered toh ws half the length used In

this eerimnt (Ref 16:23). The physical reasons for this behad o are

not known at this time, and no eplanation can be offered here.

However#, it Is felt that the primary loss vhich occurs in the system

may be radiation from the core. The gas flow at the vall is radially

inward, and conduction and convection losses to the walls should be smal.

Radiation loses from argon arcs do become signifant at higher tapera-

tres (and hence higher povrs), as men in Fig. 4*, p. 13, but the counter

flow through the walls reduces the net loss to this system. Radiation

could account for the higher losos to the wal sections as one proceeds

up the arc channel from the cathode and the arc power per unit length

Increases. Also, the gas In the channel becomes hotter, and this doe
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tend to increase any oondaction and convection losses to the well sections.

The 20% loss to the anode is lower than for the conventional anode, an Is

qipozmatlyas reported by Schoeck for the tranupfraticn-cooled anode

(be 15s100).

Fig. 311 p. 63, presents the specific entbs3py rise of the argon for

the total range of awe powers and argon flow rates, 2we specific entha3W

is sento depend on the arc poer at constant moeflow In ap eimte3y

&a1 lm nnr, This could aris because of the constant cooling of the

arc and the independence of the efficiency of the deyioe on mass flow or

power in the ezperimntal range. The specific enthalpy is not as high a

sosattained b~y Tm :in his work with this devices but the overall

efficiency in greater as are the total arc power and mass flow (Hof 16W2O.

While this device vus not prinualy deaigned as a high-snthalp gas

heater,, the efficiencies and enthalpies attained :in this eqieriment we

comparable to those of some of the larger commercial heaters (Ref 9s9).

Fig. 32, p. 614, presents a s@We of the wall temeratures observed

In each of the four positions (segments Is 5, 9, and 32) for four powers

at each mass flow. 7hs abscisa is arbitrary, and the lines connecting

the data points are not intended to represent the wall-teqieMatore

variations between the points. Mwe purpose of the figure is merely to

present pq~hical.y the beduior of the imn temeratures as functions

of position, power, and mass flow.

As Is readily seen in Fig. 32, the behavior of the wall teoperatures,

seems to resemble that of the voltage gradient as Presnted in Fig, 22,

p. 47. On the basis of previous discussion, the ocurrence of the peaks

:in the te~eratures at the locations shown Is physically compatible wi~th
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the behavior of the voltage gradient at these points. If the are poim

generated per unit length is increased, the radiations oonietion, end

convection losses wil also Ix. Increased, Beneo, i h power lose to the

Vals will be reater and the tesperatures will respond accordingy.

Arc Radius baff inntI and Oopdo with Mwr

Fig. 33, p. 66, presents the observed arc rami and the theoretical

predictions of are radius as a function of power per unit length with

eletrio field strength as a parameter. The solid curves are for the

data of Cam, the broken lines, the data of AVOD.

Six radius measMents were obtained for two different sets of

are paameters. An unepoeted variation occurred in are radius as the

are passed the window. this change mas cused by the decrease in cooling

of the arc in the vicinity of the Window sine no gas wa injected at this

point. Fig. 34, p. 67, show the variation of the electric field in the

legion of the window as well as the method of interpolation used to

calculate the potetial gradient at the three positions of radius

meamremnt. The gradient me asummd to vary linearly In this region,

but the exact variation Is unknown* Also, te variation in potential

gradient produces sueh a mali change in centerline temperature that

Axial hat flow Is still negligible in comparison to that in the radial

direction. This occurs because of the relative insensitivity of center-

line teqmrature to are power p' unit length (lig. 5, p. 15).

In geumral, apeunt to well within the 10% eperintal limit of

aror was obtaimed, and in nost instances, the eVpUnt&l end predicted

values of arc radius agreed to within 5%. The eeInte error Is felt
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to lie between 5 and 10%, but 10% is the upper limit and is a remlt of

the fringe surrmounding the core. Also, no systematic error is shown by

thes results for either set of transport data for argon.

It appear. at this tim that Cam has included the volumetric radia-

tion loss in the values of thermal conductivity. This would account for

the disareement between Cants and AVC008 data for thermal conductivity

as wel as the relatively close agreement In the two sets of curves for

prediction of arc radii. (Se Figs. 3 and 33, pp. 12 and 66.)

of Results

Arc voltage could be read to ± 5 volts, and arc current to 1 sap.

These were the largest errors associated with the system as they mounted

to about 2% of normal operating voltages and currents. The water temper-

atures could be determined to j0.5F, and this was a 2% manmm uncer-

tainty. The water flow rates we accurate to k0.5% of the flow indicated.

Argon flow ms monitored to a maxirm error of *12% In general, individual

runs could be reproduced to about *%.

However, there were a great number of adjustmenta and variations

'tulch would be made with the device. For any one individual runs 6 water

flows, 13 gas flow, and arc voltage and current had to be established,

not to mention the umerous tesperatures and voltage differences which had

to be read and recorded. Obviouslyp the possibility for error in large,

Care was taken'to avoid these errors, but from the scatter of som of the

data, it is evident that more than one or two were made.
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I @.mclusicms

1. Swdevice us xtable and ea to operate. kuupt for the

oawbon injetors idi my hae bean eroded In ear~r Gtawt-Wy atteopte,

no war me viLsiblaon either of the eleotasiss after tuntb7 hous of

opetion. These sopelectrodes usre also used by Coqto Tmmu for

Wpproximte3 tan hoars, for a total of thirty hours, Owe abence of

an anode spot Is probably the aiwilfisant, facrtor In the apparent

loiigevii" of the anode surface.

2. 2we cooling effet the gas has an the arc Is esppronmte2y

constant at costant imsflows and Is the prmr caue of the euV

minIam in the voltage-curvent 0hrceits This condluslon Is baed

on the behavior of the voltage-warrent curves and the constant total

fractional pour: loss to the devise for all mtse flows and are pours

(See Figs. 18 and 30s Pp. 1.0 and 61, and PP. 39-4i2.)

3. Increasing the mass flow increases the cooling of the ard and

oauses an Increase in total voltage and voltage pradiat at constant

current, Nompaer, the increased cooling Is offst by the %4~e pour

generation In the arcs and the ftvlce efficiency rumins constant at

50% for argon. Mis too, Is supported by the data In Figs. 18 and 30.

1.. ?be amp-tooth behavior of the oluui voltage gradient ad the

Mall heq u as -functions of distance from the cathode my be the

results of the bilW cople. gas flow around the are# and the interaction.

vith and cooling of the are by this gas flow. Parther imrk is nsoesax-y
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to bear this outo as another possibility Is a distortion, of the elooci

field by vempiatione in canl dimmaster, Hawveri the overall Increase

In voltage gradient wsith distance fromt the cathode was expected an a

result of the increased cooling of the arc as it proceeded up the obami.l

5. 2he flow of the gas next, to the anode in barbolet. This is

Iiated by the duspe of the plans flmmm at the anodes and by the value

of the Reynolds ncbrfor the range of mas flows used in this exeasmt.

(See Fig. 26, p. 56.) The btrbelant flow maintains a cool layer of s

next, to the anode, prevents forimation. of an anode spots and keeps the

power loss to the anode at about 20M

6. )hre data is required to detemine, the mechanism of primary heat

loss to the wells of the arc channel. At present,, it is felt to be

radiation fromi the arc core as argon does have a significant, raftation

loss at bidber cmteliza. temperatures (above 13,00001). No data is

available to estimte the magitude of these radiation losses for the

vmll-stabiliseds transpiration-ecoled arc at the present timso

7. Operation over a wide range of gas flows and arc poes is

possible, and hiLx entha3p:ies may be attained at high~ device efficiency.

The constant efficiency with ma flow and power is indicated in Fig. 30,

p. 61. This characteristic enables one to produce gas of any desired

enthalpy from about 600 to 1,4w0 abb within the operatioa limits

of the device,

8, Mhe predictions of the Menbas-Heller equation are in ellnt

qVultative sreaint, with the eiperimental observations. An increase in
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field streoth at constant current results In -an increase In pamr gamm'

atan and a doease in arc radius. Ts is also msported quantitativoly

by the we radis mm t as seen In Fig. 33v p. 66.

9e M asaption of neslible radial s an s3,al heat flow

idthIn the are core for the .le ba-Hs lIer equation appear valid in

that agreemnt to t5% ws obtained between ezpeamma ma-aemm a d

thooretical prediction of arc radius as function. of arc powe per ul~t

length and electric field streqg.
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-W~n Q~s and - Extensions

1. IM new porous Injectors$ pretrabY of alumna, sirconia,

or eeroor. Zrons Injectors had been ordered in October, 196, but as

of this witing, they had not been received. Use of another material

besides porous graphite would permit use of nitrogen or other gases.

Slue the radiation losses from nitrogen are mall in comparison to those

from argon, it might be possible to obtain a reduction in the power looes

to the wells and Increase the device efficiency past 50%.

2. Also, install new boron nitride liners betwen the segnts in

place of any liners *Loeh may now be damaged. A saooth-bore chanul m

eimate some of the fuattations which were observed in the voltage

gradient. This would then show that the sav-tooth behavior of the

gaint was only a coincidume of no real physical significance.

3. Insal a thermoouple in each porous injector in order to obtain

a clearer pictuWre of the ohannel-wll teeperature behavior. It might be

possible to correlate the losses to the walls to the power generation in

the are core by use of (), below.

4A. Use the existing calorimeter disks to neasure the radiation from

the are core. Increasing the mass injection immdately upstream of the

calo.ter should produce a decreasing loss to the calori teer disk

vatil a certain nmnimm or constant lose is obtained. The ohaim. by

ijich this heat gete throug the boundary layer to the calorimeter disk

mast be radiation.
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5. nutall pressure taps between the sections of the ooum. The

3ongiidinal pressure profiles comned with a theoretical ana3ysis of

the gas flow in the chmnel, could Indicate the nature of the flow of gas

around the are, i.e., Ininar or t1'bulemt, sene or sub-eoido. Thi

may also e3gain the phenoenon of the saw-tooth voltage gadient as well

as the constant efficiency of the devioe.

6. Use a calorimeter at the anode to uoesure the bulk entha.py of

the piama jet. This mold serve as a cheek on the accuracy of the

-nauem of pvew losses to the system wIih are presently used to

compute the bulk entba p.

7. Reduce to as near sero as possible the mass flow to the first

inJector in order to eo if the first peak in voltage gradient in related

to the cooling of the ar. If it is, this prooo&ne should stift it

msa from the cathode. A similar procee could be used at the esith

or ninth injectors hre the second peak occurs.

8. Vary the mass Injection rate to each cspoenut In a regular

mnnr, eg., as the first power of the distance from the cathode, etc.

__ resultant variations in the arc voltage and voltage gradiet may

indicate the nature of the relationshl between the gas flow around the

are and the chara tristics of the are. ilmlarly, varying the -ratio of

transpiration flow to azial flow from the cathode ohambe my also explain

mom of the phenomena whih have been obeerved, Other variations in the

mas flow sight include a determination of the minima mas injection

rate end trans ation-longitudinal flow ratio at a given are power for
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iiich the efficiency of the device was still constant (50% for argon).

This would yield goo of mali enthalpy for that power and mass flow,

as well as the optdima performance for this device.

9. Atteqopt to reduce the limit of error on arc radius measurements,

This would require modification of the present window holder to permit

water cooling. 7he interior surface of the holder could then be laqW-

blaced to reduce the reflection frm that surface, and thus shorpen. the

image of the arc, Also, a new quarty window should be installed as ae

present one is scatched sufficiently to interfere soamkhat with the imp

of the awc. Imrovement in the technique of measuring wec radius as weU

as in the accuracy of results will check further the validity of the

aaptione used in the Menbaas-Heller eqiation as they apply to the

wall-etabilised, transpiration-cooled awc.

Theoretial' Exteuisiom

1L Include an integration of the volumtric radiation pow loss

in the m-enbas-Hener progam to obtain a theoretical prediction of

radiated power per unit length using the data fromn AVO. This could

readily be checked against the observed losses, as In (4i) of the previous

section, p. 72.

2. Attempt to set up a simple model of the gas flow around the arc.

Certain assumptions concerning velocity and temperature profiles will be

nneery, These might include the assumption that the mazimm longitud-

inal gas velocity occurs in the arc core, and that this velocity is

constant wacrs the diaeter of the core, Alsm, a first approximation to
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the tawq tae vriation trom the wo core to the oabme n Ril hat be

made by asuming a polynonmal variation of the aecond or third order.

The top ratare id tin the arc oore as mn as the gadient of the taper-

atwo at the arc suface W be obtaind from the Lmbeas-DhUm progpr.

A farther aimuptiom ibloh my be neceasary is that the e owe s an

eztmeely hot rod idth no radial velocity moving up trouj the we

chmlm. T any eveMt, extensive use of a digital ooqmter .111probsbly

be neoesU. ROMlt of this salYtic efort dumld be directed to mrds

e3181uing the Cooling of the arc by the gas, as wel as pre icting, if

possible, ga enthaLpies, and coc dative and oonveotive beat losses to

the wells of the devioe as fanctions of mass flow nd are pow. bese

could then be coqared vith ezermtal ma les.
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Table I

Seple of Raw Data

1 2 31
28 Mr 28 Nr 28 Mar 29 Nor

Argon Flow (M ). 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.0
Waternows (gm)

Cathode 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.18
Secoadary Anode 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.18
Section 1- 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.24

ections 5-8 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.24
Sections 9-12 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.2
Anode 3..4o .4o 1.4o 1.35

Water Tmp 'w aes (OF)
Cathode, out 52.7 53.0 53.0 54.5
Secondary Anode, out 55.0 55.0 55.5 56.2
seaot-- -4., out 67.0 65.5 69.0 64.O
Seotions 5-8, out 75.0 714.0 78.0 72.5
Sections 9-12, out 81.2 84.2 89.0 84.0
Anode, out 61.7 61.0 62.0 62.0
Anode, In 52.3 52.5 52.5 53.0

Argon TeMerature, in (01P) 78.0 80.8 82.2 75.5
Wall T era-ures, 0

Section 1 170.0 150.0 180.0 120.0
section 5 135.0 125.0 1Wo.0 1100.
Section 9 330.0 290.0 330.0 265.0
Section 12 320.0 300.0 3.0.0 285.0

Arc Carrmnt (DC ups) 45.o 11.O 49.o 39.0
Are Voltage (DO volts) 229.0 259.0 260.0 255.0
Potential Differmoes

Cathode-Secondary Anode 5.8 5.2 5.9 4.o
Seooudary Anod -Sec. 1 170 19.5 19.0 18.9
Seton 1-2 ]L.7 15.5 15.9 is.8
Section 2-3 13.0 13.8 11.2 18.0
Section 3-.4 16.0 17.5 17.9 16.9
Section 1 -5 15.0 16.9 17.1 16.2
Section 5-6 15.3 18.2 18.0 17.7
section 6-7 15.0 17.5 17.5 17.1
Seoton 7-8 15.2 18.5 18.1 18.3
Section 8-9 17.2 20.2 19.8 20.2
section 9-10 15.7 18.6 18.3 19.0
Section 1.0-U 17.0 19.7 19.6 19.1
Section 11-12 19.0 21.3 21.4 21.6
Section 124nods 26.9 29.1 29.1 29.3

* See Table I, p. 82.
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Tabue n

&ron Mawe nlow Rates to Coq:onmte

Pressue Drop Aross
ter cm 0.80 1.00 1.20

1 Catbode 1.70 2.00 2.24
Chimber

2 Section 1 1,70 2,00 2,25

3 Section 2 1.70 2,00 2.30

4 Section 3 1.70 2.00 2.20

5 section 1 1.75 1.85 2.10

6 section 5 1.85 1.95 2.20

7 Section 6 1.65 2.00 2.25

8 Section 7 1.70 2.00 2,28

9 Section 8 1.63 1.90 2.22

10 section 9 1.67 1.97 2,24

1] Section 10 1.75 2.05 235

12 Section n 1.63 2.00 2.26

13 Section 12 1.70 2,00 2.30

Total Mas Flow 22,13 2S.72 29.20
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Table MI

Ceuiter-tO-Cinit~r SepWatIon
Device Ommponents

OoNeita Searatin of Centers

Cathode-Secondry Anode 0. 25

Secondary Anode--Segmt 1 2.51

Segment, 1 - Segment 2 1.79

Sepint, 2 - Segment 3 1.413

Segent, 3 - Segment, 4 3.147

Segmt, 4 - segment, 5 1.146

Semt, 5 - Segment 6 1.145

Segment 6 - Segment, 7 1.1.6

Segment 7 - Segment 8 1.45

Segment, 8 - Segment, 9 1.1a1

segment 9 - Segment, 10 1..44

Segment, 10 - Segment, II 3.1.4

segment 11- Segment 12 1.146

Segment, 12 - Anode (bottom) 1.148
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Appendix A

Noria1 Pbra of Solution for the KXlnbass-Heller E~uao

Eq (7), P. 9, I as follows

- + U (T) - aEa (7)

lf we lot S$=Eo-LL(T) ,w haves

- S (8)

Or, upon integration frm r,_, to r,

rA J vA r;- r ~ IQS r) r A r

Asmdng S is locally linea in r

S = A + Br (10)

and S" = S'.., + As (3)

A' -z -I - S(1-. (12)

Eq (9) becomes, upon integration of the right-hand side:

= l VT - & ,( ri (13)

++A r, 4 (n
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ILU last equation redeoes to &

+ (S% + S . .+ r.)](3-5)

Sub sLtting for tems containing S, with termn SIn , and 51, _a

(15) redues tos

- S,2, . + r. ](16)

Nq (16) gives the value of r&fat a point, r% ,basd on aliner

forward a on to Ir of the function 5 from r.., and r.a.

As ing , the therml conductivity, behaves siuilarly to S

he temperature grad.entp T , at r% becomes

Similarly,, the temperature, T , at rA,, i

Ar (Ar~r '_')&1 (18)

Eq. (16), (17), and (18) are the heart of the Fbrtran progran vehih

was used to compute the arc radius as a function of centerline t4esperature

and electric field strength. These three equations &re located in

section I of the Fortran program as Indicated on p. 93, follo ng.

The incrant of r., A r, was varied at first in order to determine

the step size required for optimal accuracy and minimm computin time.

A value of 0.005 a for Ar was found to be satisfactory. HOwwr, for

centerline temperatures and electric field strengths above 12,000010
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and 16 volt/em, reapeotively an increment of 0.0025 om was use4

After each value of T w computed, new values of a-, .s A, and

L wuld be interpolated parabolically, and the power generation# r Ea,

added to the appropriat, term of the Simpsonts Rule Integration used to

compute the power per unit length.

Operatinz 1hstructiona for Fortran Woater

1. A request for the umbers of values in each of tho tables of

electrical and thermal oondictivities, and volumetric radiation loss'as

functions of teeratUre will be printed on the console typewriter. Enter

the numbers in fixd point format at the typewriter.

2. Read in the tables of electrical conductivity (ohml1 cml),

thermal condutIvity (watt/n-dog K), and radiation loss (wtt/=m- ) as

functions of tamerature (dog 1), one value and one temperature per card.

3. A request for a starting radius (cm), en Increams (on) in

radius, the sare of the electric field strength (volt2/m 2), centerline

tperatare (dog K), and temerature gradient (dog 1/cm) will be made on

the typewriter. 7he first and last items are generally 0 at the center-

line of a cylindically systric arc.

4. If a complete are profile is desired, turn witch 2 OFF. If the

arc radins is what is primarily desired, tar Switch 2 ON. In either

event, the output wil be, from left to right, radius, temerature,

temerature gradient, electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity.

However, if Switch 2 Is OFF, print-out wil occur for each radius,

starting at the centerline temperature (radius-O), and continuing until
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the teoperature is less than 6,0001. If Switch 2 Is 05, print-out ll

occur only after the teaperasare is below 8,2OcoK again contining until

the texperature is less than 6,00001.

5. After the teeperature falls below 6,00601, and the power per

unit len printed, the operator mq either enter a new set of starting

values for another solution (Switch I OFF), or the operator may enter new

tables of conductivities and radiation loss and start the progrM over

for a now ,-dla (Switch 1 05).

Dictionar of Variables

S8 NEmber of values in table of electrical condo tivity.

X : Nmber of values in table of therml concztivity.

L : Nmber of values in table of volwastric radiation power loss.

TSI(I) a Reference teaperature for value of electrical condoe-
tivity in table; dog K.

SIO(1) a A value of electrical coneotivity, oa- in the table,
corresponding to ?S3(I); sa/rn..

Simlar remarks apply to TCON(), OON(I) (theral ondxctivity, A,

v/a-dog K), and TRAD(I), RAD(I) (volumtric radiatiom poiws loss, L,

R , Radius (cm) at any point In the arc core; r t.

1 t Incremnt or step in R,

M i 7he square of the electric field strength (volt 2/m 2 ).

T : Teperature (dog K).

ff1 t Teoperatm'e gradient (dog K/cm).

POM a Poer per unit length (vatts/m).
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CInf: Dumm for Simpson's Pale Integration for power per unit

lengths 14 )/3; mee IV of program, p. 92.

CIST2 : 2(DR)/3; see IT of program, p. 92.

3I 1 Control index for SimpsonIu Fiolo Integration; 3= i, 2, or
3 for first, even, or odd term, respectivelyo

U, DELM, DILI : D=Wu variables used only in interpolation of
SIGMO COND, and PRAD.

SIMM : Interpolated value of electrical conductivity; applied
at rvI

COND i Interpolated value of therml condactivity, corrected to
w/modig X; applied at v .

PRAD : Interpolated value of volunetric radiation loss; applied
at r.

S. : Conduction los at r., I equals power generated - radiation
losse

11: ., = R - DR unless R=O; then Rl a-:R.

82 s Condaction lose at r,. .

OUMi: Thermal conductivity at r-ao

ITR s Tmperature gradient at r\.%,

i r rA #-Tat 1r, end r,
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lbr~an Yowtahar

It, Nmuberg of Yalme intaesI

Ir~puts Tables of or,, A, and raftation
long Up as functions of t~vrature, n

Uputs Initial values of R.. M, Tv 4T and (Z)2. 13IE

Inuterpolate or, A,. and Uat tamp r -F v

>T s 8 00

Note: Roman Bmals correspond to those on Fortran Computer Program,

pp. 92-93, following.
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9

Add appr'opriate ter to Simpeon'. b1
Integration for pow per unit ent. vIZ

IS, . 03 2 _U viII

R 1-4-DR

4LI

RKTRx~MT - DR LS1(5R+1jR) - S2(2R+Rl)]

7mRRnE/R(2OND - CoNJ)J

T= T +(TPR + TM)/2

OONM = COND
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Add last teun to lquom's Rmle
Integration for Powr per unit
legh

Print out power per unit leugt

Sens 8.dtch 1

10
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DIMENSION TSIG(100),SIG(100),TCON(100),C0N(100),TRAD(100),RAD(Ioo)
10 PRINT 100

AC CEPT N
PRINT 101
PRINT 107T
ACCEPT, L
PRINT 102
PRINT 109 --
DO 1 I-1,NT

1 READTSIG(I),SIG(I)
DO 2 I1,M41

2 READTC0N(t),CON(I)
DO 13 1-i Li

13 READ,TR DtI),RAD(l)
11 PRINT 103

ACCEPT,R,DR,ESQ,T, TPR
PRINT 200
POWER=O. I
CNST I-DR*4./3,
CNST2-DR*2 ./3.

3 DO 4 I-1,N
IF(T-TS1G(1 ))41,42,4.

4 CONTINUE
42 srGMA=SIG(l)

GO TO 50
41 U-(T-tSIG(I-1))/(TSIG(I)-TSIG(I-1))

DELYImSIG( I-I )-SIG(I-2)
DELYO-SIG( I)-SIG( I-1)
SIGMAuSIG(1-1)+(U*(DELYI+DELY0)+(U**2)*(DELY0-DELY1))/2.

50 DO 5_1Ih1MI
IF(T-TCON(1 ))51 ,52,5 v

5 CONTINUE
52 COND-CON(I)

GO TO 59
51 U-(T-TCON(I-1))/(TCON(I)-TCON(I-1))

DELYluCON (I-i)-CON(I-2)
DELYO-CON(I )-C0N( I-i)
COND-CON(1-1)+(U*(DELY1+DELYO)+(U**2)*(DELY0-DELYl))/2.

59 CONDmC0ND*.01
DO 60 1-1 L
IF(T-TRAD( ))61 ,62,60

60 CONTINUE
62 PRAD-RAD(I)

GO TO 29
61 U-(T-TRAD (I-1) )/(TRAD(I)-TRADCI-1))

DELYl-RAD (I-i)-RAD (1-2)
DELYO-RAD(lI)-RAD( I-1)
PRAD-RAD( I-i)+(U*(DELY1+DELY0)+(U**2)*(DELYO-DELY1 ))/2.



29 IF (T-8500.)31,31.30
30 IF SENSE SWITCH 2)31.32
31 PRINT 104,R,T,TPR,SIGMA,COND

32 IF(T-6000 )7 79
GO TO(20,21,i25?IIt

20 POWERwPOWER+S IGMA*R*DR/3.
GO TO 16 i

21 POWER=POWER+S IGMA*R*CNST1
1 1-3
GOTO 16

22 POWER uPOWER+SIGMA*R*CNST2
I11-2

16 Si-SI GMA*ESQ-PRAD
Ri -R Vi
R-R+DR
IF(R1 )8,8,6t

8 52-51
CONDJ -COND
RKTPR-0.
TPRJ-0.

6 RKTPRmRKTPR-(DR/6.)*(Sl*(5.*R44.*R1)-S2*(2.*R+R1))
TPR-RKTPR/(R*(2.*COND-COND 1))
T-T+(TPR+TPRJ )*DR/2.
S2-S 1
CONDI-COND
TPR1 -TPR
GO TO 3

7 POWER.(POWER+SIGMA*R*DR/3. )*6.2832*ESQ
PRINT 108,POWER l
PRINT 105
PAUSE
IF(SENSE SWITCH 1)10,11

100 FORMAT (//44HENTER NUMBER OF VALUES OF TSIG(I) AND SIG(I)
101 FORMAT W/44HENTER NUMBER OF VALUES OF TCON ()AND C0NI)
102 FORMAT(//55HREAD IN TABLES OF TSIG(I) SiG(i), TCON(I), CON(I), AND)
103 FORMAT (//35HENTER R, DR, E**2, TO0), AN TPR(O))
104. FORMAT /5E16.7)
105 FORMAT (//55HT0 START OVER, TURN SW 1 ON. TO CONTINUE, TURN SW I OFF)

10 OMAT (//44HENTER/NUMBER OF VALUES OF TRAD(I) AND RAD(I))
10I ORA //14HPOWER/LENGTH,7E16.7,9H WATTS/CM)
109 FORMAT 16H TRAD(I), RAD(I)
200 FORMATI/

END
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Appendix B

bistaumntation and t

Electrical Eqimn

The electrical schematic of the arc is shown in Fig. 35, P. 95.

ELetrical power was supplied by two A. O. Smith rectifiers, model

A250)-1OSP. Each unit had a maxum contimous output of 250 amps at

500 volts, DC, or 125 kw. Both rectifiers were used for starting, but

omly ce was needed for operation. Since the arc device did not offer

enough of a load to the rectifier, a mss load resistor was used. hil

smaller power supplies would have been desirable, the above units wre

the only ones available.

The load resistor consisted of a 0.SO-in.-diameter stainless steel

tube, 100-ft long, which provided a I-Oka load, and two water resistors,

each of which provided an 8-ohm load. The water resistors were stainless

steel druma filled with water, open on one end, 17-in. in dimater, each

with an inner cylinder of stainless steel, 12-in, in diameter. The inner

cylinders were supported by 3-in. phenolic blocks and were separated

radially from the outer cylinders by fiberglass cylinders, l;.3-in. in

diameter. ach coaponent was 28-in. high.

The power level of the arc could be increased by raising the output

of the rectifier, or by raising one of the fiberglass separators in the

water resistors. he entire load bank was capable of absorbing up to

30 kv for as long as ce hour Oooling ms provided by circulating water

th.rough the stainless steel tube load bank, and by copper cooling coils

suspended in the center of the two water resistors. The available power
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range was from about 8 kv to beyond the 25 kv limit of the arc device.

A radio-frequency generator, manufacturer unkom, was used to

provide the starting spark. Power for this unit was swplied by a twenty-

four volt aircraft battery of the lead-acid type.

The are voltage and current were measured by Assembly Products Model

h voltmeter and ammoter. The voltmeter had a double scale setting of 0

to 1,000 volts, DC, in 20 volt increments, and 0 to 500 volts, DC, In

10 volt increments. The range wah controlled by a toggle switch. The

amter had a full scale deflection of 100 amps, DC, in 1 amp increments.

The voltage differences between the wall segments were measured by

an RCA Senior Volt-Obisst vacum-tube voltmeter, model WY97A, with an

input impedance of one mllion ohms. This instrument van also used for

measuring the operating ripple voltage of the rectifier.

This ripple voltage vas determined by short-circuiting the are and

measuing the AC ripple in the voltage drop across the load resistance.

At a rectifier output of 58 amps at 610 volts, DC, the ripple voltage was

observed to be 19.A volts, AC, RM. This is about 3% of the DC voltage

and is as specified by the manufacturer.

Thermocouples and Read-Oats. The temperature monitoring system is

sketched in Fig. 36, p. 97. Two sets of temprature measurements were

of importance in this experimnt. The first set included the temperature

changes in the cooling water to the different components and the argon

temperature as it entered the injectors; and the second, the wall temper-

atures. The former were monitored by eight Harco aboratories, Inc.,

Thrift-therm iron-constantan thermocouples which were read out on a

Brovn-Boneywll Pyrometer, model Yi63P48-X-(L). This instrment had
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a range of -100 to 7000F in 2°F increments for iron-constentan themo-

couples. The high conductivity of the cooling water necessitated the use

of Alphex shrinkable tubing to insulate the thermocouples from the are

voltages. Use of this material increased the response tim of the

thermocouples by a slight, but insignificant, amount.

The eight temperatures which were measured were the outlet water

te eratores from the cathode, secondary anode, each of the three sets of

4 disks, and the primary anode; the inlet water temperature at the primar

anode; and the inlet gas temperature to the second gas injector from the

cathode.

The wal temperatures were monitored in the first, fifth, ninth, and

twelfth disks from the cathode. The thermocouples used here were Leeds

and Northr p Super Temp, model 600-J-A, and had a length of 18-in. and a

diameter of 0.025-in. Since it was not feasible to insulate these thermo-

couples from the system, independent read-outs were used. These wer

four model h21-86 Simply-trols, manufactured by Assembly Products, Inc.,

of Chesterland, Chio, with a range of 0 to 1,%00F in increments of 200F.

Water Control and Monitoring. A sketch of the water flow system for

the arc device is presented in Fig. 37, p. 99. Water flow rates were

measured by six Fischer and Porter Flowrators, tube number B5-21-10/27,

rated at 1.96 gpa at 100% flow. owever, a calibration check shoved the

maximm flow rate to be 1.87 gpa. The flows were controlled individually

by Inukenheiner bronm globe valves, model 408. The calibration curve

for the Florators is presented in Fig. 38, p. 100.

Argon 2Me Flow Control and Ylntoig Fig. 39, p. 101, is a diagram

of the argon gas flow control system. The high-pressure manifold permitted
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use of four tanks of water-pumped argon to obtain longer running times

before depletion of the gas supply ocoured. The gas flov to the low

pressure manifold us regulated by a Hoke-Phoenix Regulator, model 901,

A staanless steel tank, 1--ft. long, and 10-in. in diameters, was

sed as the low-presure manifold. From each of the 16 hose fittings

attached to the tanks the argon passed to the coiled capillary flomieters.

A Duragage Brose Tube presire gauge, model AM 6319, was used to

mnitor the pressure in this manifold. Adjustment of the regulator at

the hig-pressure manifold kept the pressure in this tank constant at

30 psig for all flow rates.

The coiled cepillary f2oters were oonstructed from 0,25-in.

disinter uoft-dram copper tubing, wapped in 13-ft. lengths around a

piece of 1.625-in. pipe. Fig. 40, p. 103, sow a typical flemmeter

vith the uptr em pressure tap on the left of the pbotograph. Pressure

taps were located on the coils 30 turns, or 12-ft., apart. The calibration

urves of each of the 16 coils agreed vith each other to *t%. A typical

curve is shoa in Fig. 1, p. 104, and presents corrected pressure drop

in en HNg v argon mass flow in lb/r. The coils were inmersed in a

constant teaperature bath. The control unit for the bath was an Arthur

M. Thomas Company, del 9934 Constant Temperature Bath with lectric

Circulating Pump. The bath teqpratre as held at 25.5C, ± 0.2 0 C. The

details of the design and calibration of these flometers are given In

Appendix C, p. 106.

The flow to each wall segment and the cathode chamber was controlled

by a Hoke noodle valve, model 4R28l. The pressure drop acrs these

valves reduoed the argon pressure at the arc device to about 30 = Hg
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above one atmosphere. This was denined from cold flow stasuzrm t of

statLo wal pressures in the arc dcmo.

Hisoella-seo. Other, equimt used in this ezprint included that

necessary for the neasurament of the arc radlus. The coNra and stops

we fabricated at ARL. 7he optiaol bench was by Osoco, with a calibrated

luagth of 110 cmn D demsitemter was nnuby National

* ontific Laboratories, but no soaIm or serial inxw w knowm as this

Item me obtained from stuplas sto*k.

Mw read-out equipoent for the desitometer Included a Iblti.lez

Gal.vanoter and a mCshaeber 2. Me latter is the obrt reoorder

lI)±h drew the traoe of the density of the negative being scamd by the

densitostew. Both these items were credited to Dr. B. LImge of West

Brlin, Geramm.

To window used for viewing the are vs an aulr piece of brass,

1.25-in. in Inside dissoter, 2.0-in. In outsids diwte r, and O.j-in.

thick. A rectangular hole machined in one side reelived the quarts

window, w ich us 1.50 cm by 0.3 . A sketch of the window asemby

In the arc device is presented in Fig. i.i, p. 30.
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Appendix C

Design of the Coiled Cailary loeters

The requirement that the mass flow to each of the thirteen gas

injection components of the transpiration-cooled arc be monitored and

controlled posed a significant problem in the early stages of the

experimental study. The range of mass flows vhich vas desired was from

about 1.0 lb/hr to 10.0 lb/hr of argon at any convenient pressure at or

above 1 atm. Wil commrcial flovmeters were avaliable for this flow

range, their expense and complex support equipment made it advisable to

seek another means of measuring these mass flows.

The capabilities of the capillary flometer in a linear configuration

were considered in detail by Capt. Mack E. Baker of the Graduate Aero-

nautical Engineering Class of 1957 at AFIT in his thesis, Development of

a Linear P o ,meter for low Flow Rates (Ref 1). However, in order to

obtain pressure drops on the order of 1.0 to 10.0 c Hg from these flow-

meters at the required flow rates for this experiment, excessively long

floimeters of rather large diameter were necessary to rintain. the laminar

flow of gas within them. The requirement that the flowmeter response be

nearly linear with mass flow demands laminar or Poissuille pipe flow and

insures that the error in reading the calibration curve will be nearly

constant with mass flow (Ref 12:1-3.4),

For the above reasons, the coiled capillary flometers were selected

as meeting the criteria of simplicity, linearity of response, and nominal

expense. Thanks are due Mr. Erich Soehngen of the Thermomechanics Branch

of ARL for his assistance in obtaining the critical information concerning
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the dosign and construction of these floumtus.

The complete *derivation of the theory for the coiled capillary

floter my be found in an article W7 R. V. ?owefl and W. G. Do on I

TMhe"I of Scientific lbsUMNInmts Val. 28, No.2, NFbruw7, 3957,

entitled TIMSe Of Conled Capilar~es in a Convenient Laboratory 12owetar.U

fte aemrole thing about these flowmeters is that lsmnern flow my be

xinutained at Reynolds nobera as bigh as 15,000. Pbr the linear flow-

mters, transition from leadnar to turbulent begim at a Reynolds noobea

of about 29000. Thus mu. flOIS as mmch as 7 tis as bio as those in

linamaters may be nonitowed with the oild oVillwies, yiel1ding the

desired reag. of use. ig. 4i2s p. JA28, show the dependence of the

critical Reynolds ame n the ratio of capillary diater to the center-

to-center conl dipmeter. The maximu allowable Reynolds numer of 1l,000

ocus at a ratio of about 0.11 (Ref 12:139).

HaNd cmutations .we perlbzued for a mass flow of 10.0 2b/hr of

argon at an mistress presue of 226.0 ca hg, end a pressue drop of

12.0 cm Hg for a coil with 12-ft. of tube between pressure taps and a

totallengthof 3-ft. the results indicated aneed ;or the use of the

optimal CasPill 7Y-diamter-to..OoIl-dimeter ratio of C.11. Fozrtwnat.1y,

0.25-In. OD soft-deau copper refrigeration tubing vith an iqside .&MOeW

of 0.172-in. provided this ratio when wapped wround A. 1.31L2-Jin. dimeter

pipe I

D- a.ri a. Ln.

. l3 1 X+ O.a.1O 5 4 2.

02 0,11a 0.110
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LFrom Hof 33:139
0 ,100

0. t

Q4 (8 ., 0.11.

Capillary-to-Coil Diameter Ratio

Fig. 42

Dependence of Critical Reynolds Number
(for Transition to Turbulent Flow)

on Diameter Ratio, D/b
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The 0.25-in. copper tabe vas selected as this is a readily available

itsm, The pSipe flor winding the coils was found In the laboratory*

W.le the uthors of the article on the floters suggosted a

amiastion of sqdirical. and theoretical calibration, the sn-uniformity

in the diameter of the oopper tubin made it just as easy to calibrate

the coils by supfrioal meaos. Th prooedure eqplo~ed me as followas

1. Mw aber of cubic feet of argon at know teqgerabre and

pressue i'Mob passed through the fliuster In a tim

umiatgreater than 200 sec me reoourdd The oalibra-

ting gas motor me an American Noter 0o. )bdal 176, idth

a range of 20.0 to h50.0 =n ft/iar at SVW, and a scale

calibration of 0.01. on ft. Pressure on the upstream side

of this meter vas measured vith a meroury wmter; the

teoperature, with a Huro Laboratories, Inc., Thrift-them

iron-oonstantan thermoouople. Te tim usn monitored vith a

stopwatch. Use of 200 sc as a monitoring period allowed

sufficieut gas to pass throug the system to redno the

e~prlmtalerror. Also, an error 1 1 seo was only 0,%

of the total time.

2. The abov data was converted to lb/hr by the conversion:

lbAw a [(eac ft,)z(hr/sec)z(cu Ni/b)] -1

vhwse the last or density terma correoted for tewerature

and pressure at the calibrating mater,

3. The observed drops,~ p 9 ws then corrected.,

P C (19)
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Wa.. cm Bg, the pressure at the upstream top of the

coiled capillary flommeter. Variations in this pressue from

ataospheric fluctuations were 1% or less, and produced less

of an error in the vaue of & p'. For low flows, (lew the

4.O lb/br), the correction for the upstream pressre ay be

neglected.

4. The final results vere plotted as corrected pressu drop

in cm Ng vs argon ass flow in 3.b/tr as shown in Fig. 41,

p. 10*.

%Arial calibration eliminated the chance of large error from an

erroneous or varying value of capillary diameter which mat be raised to

the fourth power in the analytic epressions for the coiled capil"arles.

The equations which follow are the key equations in the design of the

coiled capillary flimters.

The pressure drop in an Hg across the coil is given by (Ref 12:139):

Ap( I-zAp/.p) , 4.6, x 10-t r;I AL =k

whjere M ass flow, lb/br

L = length of coil betwee pressure taps, ft.

D - coil diaimter, f

D absolute visesoaty, ft 2/r

k conversion factor, lb/ft 2 to cm Hg

C coil factor.

Te coil factor, C, has been determined for a wide range of capillary-

coil ratios and is given by (Ref 12:139)s

11o
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C-. -- (21)

1. Fig. 419 p. Uk~p we an m hat for a flow of 10.0 lb/iaw, a

oorected preen &wc, of 12.3 a g s obtaleed. ,43yng the aboye

foxwlas for the sme as" flow the pressire dp is 12.h =m Hg at a

Renolds bier of 16,000. The nomrieal data and this latter oaputation

ay be found In 4peafz D& Imle Oo~attios pp. 116-21?.

It Is necessar to note that no oorrect~onu we qpled for the

capillary disaster as recomndsd by Powell and ftro (3sf 12:2Ua).

1he was a degree of flattening suffered by the tube in the wialag

process, but this flattening qparently did not change the effective

dimeter by a significant mount. Other oalitations for various ms

flows showd epesment to tO or less between the theoretical and obemved

pressure ps

In general, the calibratdon of the flouter. s oarried to ±1%

or les,
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Appeaiz D

Th. data used in the oomputations in this appendix was taken from

the first or right-hand coluim of Table I, p. 81, ezoept as noted,

Arc Pomer

Power: Voltage x Ourrent

- 229.0 z 45.0

P 10.3 kv

VoltAge Gadient
=V

For sections 5-6:

V 15.3 volts

Z 1.45 cm (Table 111, p. 82.)

B - 10.6 v/cm

Power Io.s to, omponents

Constants for Water

Inlet temperature = 52.3°F

Cp= 1.00 Btu/lb OF for temperature range 5O-150F.

1 ap = 501.0 lb/hr
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Cafteft low

water outlet t.mierature =5.0

A T= 52.7 52.3 --0-40F

water fiow =1.31 DM z 501.0 2b-nlubir-ga1

i 656.3 3.b/aw

PC-A pA

(656.3) (1.00) (0.4i)

Pc= 263.0 Db.ar

1 Btab~r = 0.293 mtten

Po 77.1 v

A=1.31 an

- 656.3 ibW

outlet water taverstare 55OO

A T = 55.0 - 52.3 = 2.70?

P2= (656.3)(1-00)(2.7)
= 1772.0 Ub/ja

P2= 519.0 v

i 0.o26 g

-130.0, l/jr

outlet water temperature 67.0IF
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AT = 6.0 - 52.3 1i&r.7O1

3.44= (13o.0)(1.00)(I.)

= ,93.1.0 W/

PI- 4 
= 560.0W v

i = 0.26 an

= 130.0 ib/l=

ot1t water taqm.iatue = 75.00?

A T = 75.0 - 52.3 = 22.7r

P5 = (13o.0)(1.00)(22.7)

=2951.0 Eta/br

P5., 765.o v

ions to vanl seguta

A = 0.26 an

= 1O.0 l/bur

Cutiet water tiqierature = 8h. 2017

& T 8 .2 - 52.3 = 31.90F

'9-3.2 = (X0o.o)(1.o0)(31.9)

= a147.o Et/br

P9-12 = 1215.0 v

U4i
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St= 1., - , -,.= 701.0 1btw

Cat vubu tmqeawe 61.707

a T u61.7 - 52.3 - 9.4 07

pa (701.0)(1.00)(9.4)

= 6589.0 Am/

Pa =1930.0 v

Ttal Powr IeDe

Pt Pe + P2 + P-A + P5- 4, P9- 2 + pa

- 77.1 4519.o + 560.o + 705.o + 1215.0 41930.0

-5066.1 v

Pt 5.07 kv

P6 "Pt

10.3 - 5.07

P .5.23 kw

1 kv = 34313.0 MAu/W

P = 17,850.0 NOW

H =Pl

4 =~ 22.13 lb/hr

H m (17,850.0)/(22.33)

N = 807.0 twu/b

A5
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Caautdm of Domitamte isaence Scale

Tbe fol~omlng data in available an reqmest from the mto. The

recorder chat it e far too long to be included in this wrk.

Width of window - 0.530 as

Wd1th of maltometer traoe at half..azimm 91.0 units

Scale factor = 0

0 0o00580 on/di-

Ara Pladine Naairnmt

kti-olated ac diamter = 91.2 unite

Are diamter = Scale factor z ktrapolated or diameter

= (0.00580)(94 .2)

Da= 0954~6 an

R- 0.273 m

Ctlctone for Coiled Capilar Flomteru

Asmi og the following values for the flomm1ters and argon

(at 298.5 C and 226.0 am Hg):

D - 0.172 in, = 0.Olk3 ft

D
0.3.10

3.10.0 2ibir

L 12.0 ft

JA 0.0555 lb/hr-ft

1- 0.167 ft2 / r

1 0.0359 a Ng/(lb/ft2 )
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He 1,60 z i4aio~

[C- IL6). ) 4 *] 2.22 1-1

c~fi ~i - ((1.6 z 204)(0.31)0 ~ 42J-

C = 7*51

AP(1- p/2p) (9.61 x 20-8) X L OLu I

-(9.61 z 10-8)(200).3)(.,60)(0,9159)

(1.4.3 x L2)

A P(1- ip/p 5 ) 2 2.4. CM Ig

U17
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Appendix 3

List of Iyos

A Thaiy constant for nmemrical solution to mlenba- -sllar
equation.

B DuY constant for mnmrical solution to Ellenbaaa-9nmer
equation.

B Impioal. constant of radiation

C Coil. factor for coiled capillary floitm

P Specific heat at constant pressure

D Capillary diamter

Do Cail diameter,

z M-ectric field strength

B Rise in specific gas anthalay

k Therml conductivity

K Boltumm I s constant

I Conversion factor

R Total electron and ion mobility

L Leangth of coil.

Huns flow rate

muss flow rate

ne Kisotron density

P, Pressure

P Power

q E~ectron charge

r Instantaneous radius

us
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R Fix radim

RIs At the ae radius

Be reayolds noer

S Speoifto beat at contant prmure

8 eut loe by onduction

T Taverature

U Vol~Iotz-o radiation lose

V Velooity

V Voltage

Vex Imitation potAmtiel

Z A4sda dist me parawlter

a Icrnt In a variable

e mmionlme temeratore

"A iAm ionlese Uuau om&Uotvty

S Dynamc viscosity

) Absolute viscosity

Denity

0 letrial oandottivity

Diansionlew elotrIel conduotivity

Dm.muouleuu toeratare psdut

Y Del operator

9mbseripts

a Pertaining to or at the anode

a Pertainn to or at the cathode
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L Per unit legt

u Condition at reservoir

n Present instantaneou value

U-1 Last previous Instantaneous value

n-2 Second last previous Instantaneous value

t Total lose

T Total flow

V Per unit voluas

V Pertaiing to or at the channel wall

2 PertMang to or at the sooondary anode

3-4 PetWIn to porous Injector wall segmnts 1-4, inclusive

I-4 Pertaing to porous inJeotor wall sgment. 5-89 Inclusive

9-12 Pertaining to porous injector wall sepents 9-12, Incluive
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